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Microprogramming

Process of writing microcode for a microprocessor

Low-level code: defines microprocessor operations 
For each machine-language instructions

One machine-language instruction translates into 
several microcode instructions

On some computers the microcode is stored in ROM and 
cannot be modified

On some larger computers it is stored in EPROM and 
therefore can be replaced with newer versions.



  

Microprogramming

Example:   ADD  1000, R1
0. PCout, MARin, Read, Zero A, Set CarryIn, Add, Zin
     Desired memory address into MAR
     Assert Read control line to read [PC] (ADD instruction)
     Use 0 as ALU's first operand, do not change register Y
     Increment PC, put result in Z register

1. Zout, PCin, Wait MFC
     Complete the increment of PC
     Pause until memory function complete signal is set

2. MDRout, IRin 
     The instruction is fetched, it is transferred to the IR

3. AddressFieldOfIRout, MARin, Read
      Decode the instruction to get the address (1000)
      Read the contents of the address, put it on the bus



  

Microprogramming

Example:   ADD  1000, R1
4. R1out, Yin, Wait MFC
     Put the value of R1 into register Y
     Wait until the memory function is complete

5. MDRout, Add, Zin, Set CC 
     Add bus data (M[1000]) to register Y, put result in register Z
     Set condition codes

6. Zout, R1in, End
     Transfer contents of the Z register to register R1, finis



  

Microprogramming

This could be done like this:  



  

Microprogramming

But with microprogramming it is done like this:  



  

Microprogramming

Potential Benefits:

   More disciplined control logic - easier to debug

   Supports family of machines with same Industry Stand. Arch.

   Supports more complex instruction set

   Writable control-store allows in-the-field fixes

But in the 1990s:

   CAD tools and PLAs offer similar discipline

   Caches make memory almost as fast as control store

   Complex ISAs have both hardware and μ-control



  

Microprogramming

Horizontal vs. Vertical:

   CPU may need hundreds of control signals
   hence control words could be long.  To reduce CW size
   groups of mutex control signals may be combined
   For shorter fields like this:  

   But this introduces a delay



  

Microprogramming

Horizontal:

   • fewer and wider micro-instructions
   • less encoding
   • larger control store - may waste space (control lines)   

Vertical:

   • more and narrower micro-instructions
   • dense encoding
   • smaller control store - but may need more steps



  

Microprogramming

Connection between OS design and writeable microcode:

   • The OS can have access to microcode whereupon
     users can modify machine level instructions

   • There may be many optimal custom instruction sets 
     depending on different hardware configurations and
     the OS can load the best one for a given configuration

   • Microcode updates are not infrequent and the OS can
     accomplish the update over the internet for example.
     Bugs in Intel Core 2 and Xeon chips have been fixed
     this way.

  • The OS can perform security and sanity checks to validate
    a microcode change
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